
 

Abstract: Bitcoin mining is a heavy energy 
consuming computational process of updating the 
public ledger of Bitcoin transactions (blockchain) 
in the decentralized peer-to-peer Bitcoin network. 
The bitcoin mining algorithm (also known as PoW, 
proof-of-work), had been implemented in many 
programming languages for various computing 
hardware, starting with CPU (Central Processing 
Unit) and GPU (Graphics Processing Unit), 
continuing with FPGA (Field-Programmable Gate 
Array) and ending with custom ASIC (Application-
Specific Integrated Circuit) solutions. In this paper, 
we implemented the bitcoin mining algorithm on 
two FPGA based Maxeler dataflow computers, 
MAX2B and MAX5C, and compared their 
performance to CPU and GPU based solutions in 
three categories: computation speed (hash rate), 
electric power and energy efficiency. Thanks to the 
exploit of massive parallelism afforded by both the 
bitcoin mining algorithm and Maxeler dataflow 
computers, we achieved up to 102 times faster and 
up to 256 times more energy-efficient bitcoin 
mining compared to general multi-core CPU 
solutions. However, Maxeler dataflow computers 
are quite inferior to ASIC solutions which were first 
developed in year 2013; those proved to be the 
fastest and most energy-efficient for mining 
bitcoins and have thus been widely used for the 
task ever since.  

 
Index Terms: bitcoin, cryptocurrency, mining, 

dataflow computing, Maxeler, MAX2B, MAX5C  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

HE first digital currency projects date back to 
early 1990s. The early digital currencies were 

usually backed by a national currency or precious 
metal, such as gold and silver. Although those 
digital currencies worked well, they were 
centralized (issued by single clearing houses or 
entities) and therefore easy targets for malicious 
hackers and opposing governments. 

This has changed in October 2008, when a 
pseudonymous developer Satoshi Nakamoto 
published a whitepaper titled “Bitcoin: A Peer-to-
Peer Electronic Cash System” [1]. Bitcoin was 
presented as a completely decentralized digital 
payment system without relying on any central 
authorities or control points to deal with the 
currency. One of the most important and integral 
parts of the Bitcoin network, which was 
established in January 2009, is an intensive and 
difficult computational process called mining.  

So-called miners are volunteers (competitors) 
who run their mining hardware called mining rigs 
to secure the Bitcoin network by processing 
transactions and attempting to chain blocks of 
transactions into a public ledger called blockchain 
(Fig. 1). If they are successful at adding blocks to 
the blockchain, they are rewarded with a certain 
amount of digital coins called bitcoins which can 
be traded for real-world currency at high price. 

Each block in the blockchain contains its 
previous block header’s hash to ensure 
chronological order of blocks. It also contains the 
Merkle root which is a hash of all transaction 
hashes from the particular block and it is used for 
a quick and efficient verification of transactions. 

 

 

Fig. 1: A simplified view of the blockchain [2]. 
 

Bitcoin mining rigs improved rapidly in only few 
years since the Bitcoin network was established 
[3]. In its early stage (2009), bitcoins were mined 
with desktop computers and laptops (CPU, 
Central Processing Unit). In years 2010-2011, 
gaming cards (GPU, Graphics Processing Unit) 
were used for mining as those were more suitable 
for repetitive and parallel computing, which 
resulted in about 50 to 100 times faster and more 
energy-efficient mining than with CPUs. In years 
2011-2012, few companies started redesigning 
and selling modified FPGA (Field-Programmable 
Gate Array) boards for bitcoin mining; those were 
equally fast at mining as GPUs, but consumed 
about 5 times less electrical energy. In 2013, the 
first custom ASIC (Application-Specific Integrated 
Circuit) mining rigs were developed for the sole 
purpose of mining bitcoins; those approved to be 
at least 1000 times faster and about 100 times 
more energy-efficient than FPGA, and have thus 
been widely used for mining bitcoins ever since. 
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Our primary objective was to assess the 
capabilities and energy efficiency of Maxeler 
dataflow computers for bitcoin mining. During our 
research and the implementation of the bitcoin 
miner, we have followed the creativity method 
known as specialization [4]. The method starts 
from a well-established general approach, which 
is used to derive a specific knowledge for a 
specific domain or task. In this paper we have 
used and implemented a known bitcoin mining 
algorithm for Maxeler dataflow computers.  

Our expectations, based on experience with 
some other dataflow applications [5-10], were that 
dataflow implementation of bitcoin mining would 
outperform the CPU and GPU solutions, but 
would be inferior to ASIC solutions [11,12]. 

The existing CPU and GPU solutions focus 
primarily on speed and use a lot of energy to get 
to the result. ASIC solutions are unbeatable in 
both speed and energy efficiency, but they are not 
flexible; they are designed to solve one problem 
only! Our solution employs dataflow computers 
that can perform highly parallelized computation 
at high speeds and energy efficiency. As shown 
by the results presented in section 5, our solution 
outperforms CPU and GPU solution in both 
speed and energy efficiency. While ASIC is still 
better at both of the aforementioned parameters, 
the solution on Maxeler dataflow computers is 
flexible and reprogrammable. Such advantage is 
indispensable and invaluable for solutions where 
ASICs do not exist (yet): for example, in 
applications where the development of an ASIC 
solution is not cost efficient, in new and emerging 
cryptocurrencies where ASICs are not available 
yet, and for the solutions where ASICs are not 
implementable at all. 

2. APPROACH TO MINING 

It was very easy to mine bitcoins individually in 
early years of the Bitcoin network (2009-2010). 
However, more miners with better mining rigs 
joined the bitcoin mining process over time, and 
mining bitcoins became so difficult that it was only 
profitable by forming mining pools. Miners 
contribute their mining rigs’ computational power 
(measured as hash rates) and share rewards in 
bitcoins. 

2.1 Shares 

Mining rigs generate partial solutions called 
shares which may not satisfy a global difficulty 
target set by the Bitcoin network, but may satisfy 
an easier local difficulty target set by the mining 
pool. Sometimes, a share is generated which 
satisfies both the mining pool’s easier (local) 
difficulty target and the Bitcoin network’s harder 
(global) difficulty target. The mining pool uses it to 
create a valid block with transactions which is 
then propagated to the Bitcoin network. If it is 
added to the blockchain and a few more blocks 

are added onto it (thus making it immutable), the 
reward belongs to the winning mining pool, and it 
is shared among all participating miners based on 
their provided computational power (hash rates).  

2.1.1 Hashing Block Header 

Block header is a 640 bits long data structure, 
which consists of six fields (Table 1) and it is an 
important part of a block filled with transactions; 
bitcoin miners repeatedly apply SHA-256 (Secure 
Hashing Algorithm 256) [13] on the block header 
twice while changing its nonce value in order to 
find a 256-bit hash that is less than the global 
difficulty target of the Bitcoin network; simply said, 
a hash has to start with several leading zeros, for 
example 
00000000000000001e8d6829a8a21adc5d38
d0a473b144b6765798e61f98bd1d.  
 

Table 1: Structure of block header [3] 

Field Description 
Size 
(bits) 

Version Block version number 32 

Previous block 
header’s hash 

Double SHA-256 hash of the 
previous block header 

256 

Merkle root 
SHA-256 hash as the summary 
of all transactions in the block 

256 

Timestamp 
Current timestamp in seconds 
since 1. 1. 1970, 00:00 UTC 

32 

Difficulty target Current target in compact format 32 

Nonce 
A variable used for proof-of-work 
mining algorithm 

32 

3 DATAFLOW COMPUTING 

CPU frequency has stopped increasing several 
years ago due to hitting physical limitations at 
shrinking transistors, increased energy 
consumption and generated heat. Parallel 
computing is, therefore, being researched as new 
approach to process big data. One of the 
alternatives is dataflow computing using Maxeler 
dataflow computers, where data (bits) simply flow 
from inputs to outputs through a field of simple 
arithmetic units which execute simple 
computational operations [14-18]. 

3.1 Dataflow Engines 

One or more DFEs (Dataflow Engine) are part 
of workstation computers and are dedicated to 
accelerating algorithms (Fig. 2). The workstation 
computer CPUs execute regular operations, run 
control-flow programs, and control 
communication between entities while DFEs run 
parallel dataflow computation. 

DFE consists of an integrated FPGA circuit and 
several types of memory; FMem (Fast Memory) 
can be found directly on the chip and it can store 
few megabytes of data with very fast access, and 
LMem (Large Memory) can be found outside of 
the chip and can store several gigabytes of data.  



 

 

Fig. 2: Structure of Dataflow Engine [14] 

3.1.1 Arithmetic units 

 DFE contains thousands of simple arithmetic 
units which execute simple operations (e.g. 
addition, multiplication, bit shift) on moving data. 
Those arithmetic units are connected together 
into a corresponding dataflow graph [14,18], see 
Fig. 3.  
 

 

Fig. 3: Principle of dataflow computing [14] 
 
 Dataflow computing is executed in time steps 
called ticks. On every tick, input data move from 
current arithmetic units to the next ones and data 
are one step closer to the output. 
 In contrast with sequential control-flow 
computing where operations are executed at 
different times on same functional parts 
(“computing in time”), dataflow computing is 
distributed on the whole chip (“computing in 
space”).  

4 DATAFLOW IMPLEMENTATION 

Our bitcoin miner application was implemented 
and tested on two Maxeler dataflow computers, 
MAX2B and MAX5C (Table 2). Our application 
consists of two parts (Fig. 4): 
 A control-flow program (written in C and run by 

workstation CPU) controls the communication 
with bitcoin mining pools and supplies required 
data to DFE; 

 A dataflow program (written in MaxJ and run 
by DFE) runs the bitcoin mining algorithm 
where appropriate nonce values are searched 
for by hashing block headers with SHA-256 
hashing algorithm while changing its nonce 
value and comparing its hashes against the 
difficulty target. 

 Both parts of our code have access to a 
mapped memory (FMem) that contains nonce 
values. A dataflow program (DFE) writes 
suitable nonce values into it while the control-
flow program (CPU) reads nonce values from 
it and uses those values to create and send 
shares to the mining pool. 

 
Table 2: Workstation properties, DFE properties,  

and DFE resource usage for implementation 

 MAX2B MAX5C 

FPGA 
Virtex-5 

XC5VLX330T 
Altera Stratix V 

5SGSMD8N2F45C2 

LMem 12 GB DDR2 48 GB DDR3 

Workstation CPU 
Intel Core 2 Quad 
Q9400, 2.66 GHz 

Intel Core i7-6700K, 
4.00 GHz 

Operating system Linux CentOS 6.5 Linux CentOS 6.9 

PCI Express x4 x8 

MaxIDE Version  2013.3 2015.2 

Pipelines 3 7 

Stable frequency 95 MHz 210 MHz 

Expected hash rate 285 Mhash/s 1470 Mhash/s 

Actual hash rate 282 Mhash/s 1430 Mhash/s 

Logic utilization 
199295 / 207360 

(96.11%) 
225083 / 262400 

(85.78%) 

Look-Up tables 
(LUT) 

178919 / 207360 
(86.28%) 

/ 

Primary flip-flops 
(FF) 

169889 / 207360 
(81.93%) 

387413 / 524800 
(73.82%) 

Secondary flip-flops 
(FF) 

/ 
49456 / 524800 

(9.42%) 

Multipliers 
0 / 192  
(0.00%) 

0 / 3926  
(0.00%) 

Digital Signal 
Processors (DSP) 

0 / 192  

(0.00%) 

0 / 1963  

(0.00%) 

Block memory 
68 / 648  
(10.49%)  

1268 / 2567  
(49.40%) 

 
The actual hash rate hr is approximate to the 
product of stable frequency f and number of 
pipelines N (Table 2), as shown in Equation (1).  
 

 [ ] [ ]hash

s
hr f Hz N  (1) 

 
  Because our bitcoin miner application was 
realized with multiple pipelines, multiple nonce 
values could be tested per each tick (3 on 
MAX2B and 7 on MAX5C board), which led to a 
massive acceleration of the bitcoin mining 
algorithm (Fig. 5). 



 

 

 Fig. 4: Workflow of bitcoin miner application 

 

 

Fig. 5: Abstraction of bitcoin mining algorithm in DFE; 
testing multiple nonce values per tick 

5 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

We measured hash rates and electric power of 
several mining rigs (Table 3) during bitcoin 
mining, calculated their energy efficiency, and 
compared the results. 

 
Table 3: Configurations of tested mining rigs 

Hardware Software 

CPU Intel 2 Core Quad Q9400,  
2.66 GHz 

CPUminer - minerd 
2.4.5 (open-source) 

CPU Intel i7-6700K,  
4.00 GHz 

CPUminer - minerd 
2.4.5 (open-source) 

GPU AMD Radeon 6950 HD Cgminer 3.7.2 
(open-source) 

DFE MAX2B implemented 

DFE MAX5C implemented 

5.1 Relative computation speed 

 One of the main drawbacks of our bitcoin miner 
application was the requirement to stream 
dummy output elements in order to actually run 
computation in DFEs even though in our case 
there was no need for streaming output elements. 
 Dataflow computing with DFE is quite inefficient 
at processing small data sets compared to 
control-flow computing with CPU. This is because 
streaming data between a workstation computer 
and DFE takes some time; input data have to be 
streamed from a workstation computer to DFE 
inputs, then through dataflow graphs (inside DFE) 
to DFE outputs, and, finally, result data have to 
be streamed back to the workstation computer. In 
our example, it took at least 685 μs for MAX2B 
board and at least 572 μs for MAX5C board to 
stream 16 dummy output elements (minimum for 
MAX5C board) from DFE outputs back to the 
workstation computer. 
 In order to achieve the top computation speed, 
the time needed to stream data between the 
workstation computer and DFE has to be made 
negligible compared to the time needed to 
complete computation. This can be achieved by 
processing large data sets in order to run 
dataflow computation on DFE for a long time.  
 Both MAX2B and MAX5C boards achieved the 
top computation speed at streaming at least 2

27
 

(134,217,728) dummy output elements (Fig. 6). 
 As mentioned earlier, our bitcoin miner 
application was realized with 3 pipelines on 
MAX2B board and with 7 pipelines on MAX5C 
board, and therefore MAX2B board would have to 
test at least 3*2

27
 (402,653,184) nonce values 

and MAX5C board would have to test at least 
7*227 (939,524,096) nonce values in order to 
reach the top computation speed. 

Since all 232 (4,294,967,296) nonce values 
have to be tested per single block header, the 
amount of dummy output data did not pose an 
issue for dataflow computing performance. 



 

5.2 Hash rate 

Hash rate represents a quantity of double SHA-
256 hash computations per second, and is given 
in derived units, such as [h/s] or [hash/s]. As hash 
rate is proportional with generated income for 
miners, the higher hash rate, the better (Fig. 7).  

 

Fig. 7: Measured hash rates (higher is better) 
 
MAX2B board was slightly slower at mining than 
GPU, and up to 20 times faster than CPU, while 
MAX5C board was about 5 times faster than both 
MAX2B board and GPU, and up to 102 times 
faster than CPU. 

5.3 Electric power 

Electric power is the rate of electric energy 
consumption in an electrical circuit per time unit 
and is generally given in watts [W]. Mining rigs 
may consume a lot of electric energy that has to 
be paid for, and therefore the lower electric 
power, the better (Fig. 8).  

 

Fig. 8: Measured (DFE) and theoretical (CPUs and 
GPU) electric powers (lower is better) 

 
 

Electric power of mining rigs was measured in 
different ways:  

- DFE MAX2B:  
Measured with an energy consumption meter 
VOLTCRAFT Energy Logger 4000; 

- DFE MAX5C: 
terminal command in Linux CentOS  
maxtop –v; 

- GPU and CPU:  
TDP (Thermal Design Power) which are 
theoretical values given in hardware 
specifications. Empirical measures were 
taken in [19] and proved to be approximate 
to TDP values. 

5.4 Energy efficiency 

The most important information about a mining 
rig is its energy efficiency during mining. It is 
calculated as a ratio between its hash rate and 
electric power as shown in Equation (2), 

  
 
 
hash/s

hash/s/W
W

hr
eff

P
  (2) 

where eff is the calculated energy efficiency, hr is 
hash rate and P is electric power of the mining 
rig. Since it is preferred to run mining rigs with 
higher hash rate and lower electric energy 
consumption, the higher energy efficiency is, the 
better a mining rig is (Fig. 9). 

 

Fig. 9: Calculated energy efficiency (higher is better) 
 

Fig. 6: Relative DFE computation speed based on output data stream size. 

 



 

 MAX2B board was 3 times more energy-
efficient than GPU and up to 50 times more 
efficient than CPU. Meanwhile, MAX5C board 
was 5 times more energy-efficient than MAX2B 
board, 17 times more energy-efficient than GPU 
and up to 256 times more energy-efficient than 
CPU. 

5.5 ASIC Mining Rigs 

MAX5C board performed best at mining 
bitcoins in all three categories (hash rate, electric 
power, and energy efficiency). However, when 
compared to a specialized ASIC mining rig, e.g. 
Antminer S7 with 4.73 Thash/s at 1300 W (which 
yields 3.64 Ghash/s/W) [20], Antminer S7 mining 
rig appears to be 3303 times faster and 142 times 
more energy-efficient than MAX5C board despite 
the fact it consumes 23 times more electric 
energy. 

6 CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we implemented our dataflow 
implementation of bitcoin miner algorithm on two 
Maxeler dataflow computers, MAX2B and 
MAX5C, and compared their performance to CPU 
and GPU based solutions in terms of computation 
speed (hash rate), electric power, and energy 
efficiency. We achieved up to 102 times higher 
hash rate and up to 256 times higher energy 
efficiency at mining compared to CPU and GPU 
based solutions due to the exploit of massive 
parallelism of both bitcoin mining algorithm and 
Maxeler dataflow computers. 

Unfortunately, mining bitcoins with Maxeler 
dataflow computers has not been profitable since 
year 2013, when ASIC mining rigs were deployed 
and took over bitcoin mining due to their superior 
computation speed (hash rate) and energy 
efficiency. ASIC mining rigs have increased 
bitcoin mining difficulty to the extent that regular 
bitcoin miners who do not own ASIC mining rigs 
moved onto mining less known and more 
computer friendly alternative cryptocurrencies, 
also known as altcoins (e.g. litecoin, ethereum).  
 General purpose Maxeler dataflow computers 
cannot compete against customized ASIC circuits 
in terms of computation speed and energy 
efficiency. However, Maxeler dataflow computers 
are flexible and can be reprogrammed for other 
computation, e.g. mining altcoins with very low 
electric energy consumption for which ASIC 
solutions do not yet exist or are currently cost 
prohibitive to implement. 
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